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Imposing additional constraints on multiple sequence alignment (MSA) algorithms can often produce
more biologically meaningful alignments. Hence, various constrained multiple sequence alignment (CMSA)
algorithms have been developed in the literature, where researchers used anchor points, regular expressions,
or context-free-grammars to specify the constraints, wherein alignments produced are forced to align around
segments that match the constraints.
In this thesis, we propose CSA-X, a modularized program of constrained multiple sequence alignment
that accepts constraints in the form of regular expressions. It uses an arbitrary underlying multiple sequence
alignment program to generate alignments, and is therefore modular. The name CSA-X refers to our proposed
program generally, where the letter X is substituted with the name of a (non-constrained) multiple sequence
alignment algorithm which is used as underlying MSA engine in the proposed program. We compare the ac-
curacy of our program with another constrained multiple sequence alignment program called RE-MuSiC that
similarly uses regular expressions for constraints. In addition, comparisons are also made to the underlying
MSA programs (without constraints).
The BAliBASE 3.0 benchmark database is used to assess the performance of the proposed program CSA-
X, other MSA programs, and CMSA programs considered in this study. Based on the results presented
herein, CSA-X outperforms RE-MuSiC, and scores well against the underlying alignment programs. It also
shows that the use of regular expression constraints, if chosen well, created from the least conserved region
of the correct alignments, improves the alignment accuracy. In this study, ProbCons and T-Coffee are used
as the underlying MSA programs in CSA-X, and the accuracy of the alignments are measured in terms of
Q score and TC score. On average, CSA-X used with constraints identified from the least conserved regions
of the correct alignments achieves results that are 17.65% more for Q score, and 23.7% more for TC score
compared to RE-MuSiC. In fact, CSA-X with ProbCons (CSA-PC) achieves a higher score in over 97.9% of
the cases for Q score, and over 96.4% of the cases for TC score. In addition, CSA-X with T-Coffee (CSA-
TCOF) achieves a higher score in over 97.7% of the cases for Q score, and over 94.8% of the cases for TC
score. Furthermore, CSA-X with regular expressions created from the least conserved regions of the correct
alignments achieves higher accuracy scores compared to standalone ProbCons and T-Coffee. To measure
the statistical significance of CSA-X results, the Wilcoxon rank-sum test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test are
performed, and these tests show that CSA-X results for the least conserved regular expression constraint sets
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Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is a fundamental tool for phylogenetic studies, computational biology,
prediction of functional residues, and prediction of secondary structure of proteins [39]. A large number of
programs have been developed for multiple sequence alignment. Pais et al. [38] recently surveyed different
MSA programs in terms of accuracy and computational time. Most of the state-of-the-art MSA programs
such as ProbCons [15], T-Coffee [37], MAFFT [27] and ClustalW [51] are fully automated, and they allow
the user to adjust a limited number of parameters. So these programs are used without explicitly taking into
account any additional information regarding the sequences, such as functional or structural annotations.
But often expert users have information regarding e.g., active site residues, intramolecular disulphide bonds,
enzyme activities, and conserved motifs [50]. Hence, having a program that can use additional information,
either manually entered, or created automatically from additional annotations, can improve the accuracy of
alignments.
Constrained multiple sequence alignment (CMSA) [49] is a generalization of the MSA problem [7] that
allows expert users to use knowledge regarding the sequences involved in the form of constraints, with a view
to achieving more biologically meaningful alignments. For example, Du and Lin [16] showed that ClustalW
[51] does not align common patterns and similar structures found in sequences consistently. Because of this,
Tsai et al. [50] proposed MuSiC, a web server, that allows constrained alignment of sequences. But many
biologically important motifs such as those listed as regular expressions in the PROSITE [25] database cannot
be formulated as constraints according to the convention followed by MuSiC [8]. To solve this issue, Arslan
[5] and Chung et al. [9] introduced alignment algorithms that accept regular expression constraints. Then,
Chung et al. proposed RE-MuSiC [8], an extension to their previous work [9], to support multiple sequences
and multiple constraints. In that work, they used sequence motifs found in PROSITE as regular expression
constraints to improve the quality of alignments. However, there are some limitations of RE-MuSiC as well,
as it does not allow the use of certain quantification operators such as Kleene star (*) and Kleene plus (+)
in regular expression constraints. Thus, only a subset of regular expressions can be used as input, plus some
other limitations are discussed in Section 5.1. Arslan [6] also proposed sequence alignment programs guided
by Context Free Grammars (CFG), but this is only limited to pairwise sequence alignment. Moreover,
Morgenstern et al. [35] developed DIALIGN, a web server, that can accept user defined anchor points as
constraints. But this approach has some drawbacks; for example, user specified anchor points may conflict
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with one another. To avoid such a conflict, DIALIGN allows users to prioritize anchor points and then it
aligns all anchor points that are consistent with each other.
Studies done by Notredame et al. [37], Katoh et al. [27], Edgar [17] used benchmark databases to assess
the accuracy of their MSA programs. For RE-MuSiC, such a comparison is not available. As suggested by
Kumar and Alan [28], less accurate MSA results cause negative effects on complex modular program pipelines
that use MSA program as an underlying tool. Hence, it is important to select the best MSA program available
in terms of accuracy.
Since typical MSA programs do not accept constraints, this study proposes a new algorithm and applica-
tion program for CMSA. The proposed program, CSA-X, accepts regular expression constraints and creates
a MSA that forces sections that match the regular expression to align. Furthermore, it is possible to indicate
with an extended regular expression syntax that certain sections of the sequences that match corresponding
sections of the regular expression be forced to align. Thus, it is possible to force characters matching the
same section of a regular expression to align. CSA-X is a modularized program that uses an underlying MSA
program, and because of this reason, it is possible to replace the underlying MSA program with another;
perhaps, an improved program. In addition, this study compares the performance of CSA-X, RE-MuSiC and
X, where X is the underlying MSA program in the proposed tool, with respect to the BAliBASE 3.0 [52]
benchmark database, and assesses their accuracy in terms of Q score and TC score — two metrics devel-
oped to assess the quality of multiple sequence alignments [17] — and measures statistical significance of the
results.
In short, this study introduces an extensible modularized tool, CSA-X, that creates more accurate con-
strained multiple sequence alignments compared to the other CMSA algorithm implementation that uses
regular expression constraints. Furthermore, it also shows that if constraints are chosen appropriately, such
as from the least conserved region of the correct alignments, CSA-X gives better results than the underlying
MSA programs.
Layout of this Thesis: Chapter 2 of this thesis introduces the background study, Chapter 3 provides the
goals and objectives of the research, Chapter 4 describes the CSA-X algorithm, Chapter 5 discusses the tools
used to assess CSA-X and other programs considered in this study, Chapter 6 compares CSA-X performance
to RE-MuSiC and other underlying MSA programs used in CSA-X. Lastly, Chapter 7 presents the concluding





There are two types of biological sequences that are of particular interest in this thesis — nucleic acid
sequences and protein sequences.
2.1.1 Nucleic Acid Sequences
A nucleic acid sequence is a chain of nucleotides, where each nucleotide contains a nitrogenous base, a
phosphate group and a sugar. In nucleotides, mainly, five nitrogenous bases (containing at least one nitrogen
atom, and showing the chemical properties of the base) are found. They are adenine (A), guanine (G),
thymine (T), cytosine (C), and uracil (U). Figure 2.1 depicts the chemical composition of these bases.
The sugar in a nucleotide is a 5-carbon carbohydrate, either ribose or deoxyribose sugar. A deoxyribose
sugar lacks one oxygen atom, hence its name contains the term deoxy. Figure 2.2 illustrates the chemi-
cal composition for ribose and deoxyribose sugar. If the sugar in a nucleotide is ribose, it is known as a
ribonucleotide, and if the sugar is deoxyribose, then it is known as a deoxyribonucleotide.
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a sequence of deoxyribonucleotides, while ribonucleic acid (RNA) is a
sequence of ribonucleotides. Such sequences are usually represented with sequences of the letters A, G, T, C
for DNA, and A, G, U, C for RNA.
DNA stores the genetic information needed for cellular growth, multiplication, and function in all living
organisms. According to the double helical DNA model, DNA contains two single stranded chains of nu-
cleotides, where each nucleotide base forms a hydrogen bond with a complementary base on the other strand.
There is directionality to single-stranded DNA, where one end is known as the 5′ end and the other is the
3′ end. Unlike DNA, RNA is often a single stranded sequence of nucleotides. Different types of RNAs exist
in cells such as messenger RNA (mRNA), transfer RNA (tRNA), ribosomal RNA (rRNA), and other small
RNAs [41]. Figure 2.3 shows an example of the double stranded and single stranded structure of DNA and
RNA respectively.
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Figure 2.1: Nitrogenous bases found in nucleotides. Picture taken from http://upload.wikimedia.
org/wikipedia/commons/b/bf/Nitrogenous_bases.jpg.
Figure 2.2: Deoxyribose and ribose sugars. Picture taken from http://upload.wikimedia.org/
wikipedia/commons/d/d1/Ribose_deoxyribose.png.
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Figure 2.3: DNA and RNA. Image credit: Darryl Leja, NHGRI, http://www.genome.gov/dmd/
previews/85209_large.jpg.




Amino acids are molecules that contain an amine (-NH2), a carboxyl group (-COOH) and a variable side
chain, denoted by R. Figure 2.4 represents a general structure of amino acid. Mainly 20 amino acids are
found in proteins. Table 2.1 contains different amino acid names and their representing 3 letter and 1 letter
codes. Proteins are chains of amino acid residues linked with peptide bonds that perform different tasks in
cells by acting as enzymes to catalyze reactions, serving in a structural role or co-operating in transport of
materials within and between cells [41]. The sequence of amino acids in a protein is known as the primary
structure. For example, the primary structure of the globin protein in Sabella spallanzanii is represented as




2.2 Obtaining Biological Sequences
The process of experimentally determining biological sequences is known as sequencing. Then protein se-
quencing involves determining the sequence of amino acids in proteins, which is an essential tool to study
the structures and functions of proteins in living organisms. There are mainly three techniques to identify
proteins: direct protein sequencing [43], gel electrophoresis [20], and mass spectrometry [13]. Likewise, DNA
sequencing refers to the process of identifying the order of nucleotides present in DNA. There are different
techniques for gene sequencing such as Sanger sequencing, and more recently next-generation sequencing.
Mardis [33] presented a detailed discussion about next generation DNA sequencing techniques.
2.3 Some Biological Events
2.3.1 DNA Replication and Mutation
Cell division is an important biological process that causes growth in living organisms. Usually each cell
replicates its DNA before cell division. DNA replication refers to the process of creating two identical DNAs
from a double-stranded single DNA. This process is quite accurate, and through this process the same
sequence of nucleotides gets replicated. As an example, in the case of human cell division, DNA replicates
and passes the same sequence of 3 billion nucleotides to the newly created cell [42]. But sometimes errors
occur in the process, such as if a polymerase enzyme inserts a wrong nucleotide, or too many or too few
nucleotides. Most of these errors are corrected by different repairing processes. But some replication errors
get through the repairing process and generates a different sequence. This process is known as mutation and
because of this process, altered sequences get copied in the next generation through cell division.
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Aspartic acid Asp D
Cysteine Cys C















Table 2.1: 20 standard amino acid names with 3 letter and 1 letter codes.
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Figure 2.5: Process of synthesizing proteins. Picture taken from http://upload.wikimedia.org/
wikipedia/commons/0/09/Proteinsynthesis.png.
2.3.2 Protein Synthesis
Protein synthesis is the process of creating protein sequences by using the blueprint stored in DNA. This
process includes two main phases — transcription [10] and translation [11]. In the transcription phase, RNA is
synthesized from an unwound DNA template. This is a complex process, where an RNA polymerase enzyme
catalyzes the process of creating an RNA from a DNA template. This newly created RNA strand is known as
messenger RNA (mRNA), which directs the synthesis of the protein chain. After that, a post-transcription
phase is initiated, and the mRNA moves from the cell’s nucleus to the cytoplasm. In the cytoplasm, the
translation phase is sometimes initiated, where the mRNA binds with ribosomes, the sites of protein synthesis.
Through another complicated procedure, proteins are created from RNA. This translation process is guided
by the actions of transfer RNAs, ribosomes, and many soluble proteins. Figure 2.5 illustrates the different
phases involved in production of proteins in cells. Finally, in the post-translation phase, the protein folds, and
binds with a small molecule known as effector molecule, which can involve chemical modifications altering
its properties.
2.4 Sequence Alignment
Sequence alignment is a well-known technique to compare biological sequences, where the involved sequences
are written in such a manner that conserved residues (portion of the sequences that remained unchanged
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during evolution) or conserved nucleotides appear in the same column. Consider n sequences, S1, S2, . . . , Sn,
and let ‘-’ be a new symbol (the gap symbol). Then a sequence alignment of S1, S2, . . . , Sn is a matrix
with n rows, where the columns in row i contains Si with the gap symbol inserted into it arbitrarily many
times. As an example, a sequence alignment of two nucleotide sequences S1 = TAGCCGCACGTATTAAC and
S2 = TAGTCGTATAATCACGTATTACC is represented as follows:
TAGCCG------CACGTATTAAC
TAGTCGTATAATCACGTATTACC
A match occurs in a column between two sequences if the two characters of those sequences are identical. A
mismatch occurs if two characters are different. A gap occurs if a character is aligned with a gap. No column
can contain gap symbols only. If two sequences are involved in alignment, then it is known as pairwise
sequence alignment. If more than two sequences are involved then it is referred to as multiple sequence
alignment (MSA). Section 2.5 presents a detailed discussion on different pairwise and MSA techniques.
2.4.1 Necessity of Sequence Alignment
Comparing gene sequences or protein sequences provides information on relatedness. If two sequences are
related, This means they evolved from a common ancestor, and they are known as homologs. Relatedness
among sequences suggests possible common function, and it also allows for identification of common regions.
These common regions provide important information regarding motifs (short subsequence of amino acids
that perform specific functions) that are conserved throughout evolution. In fact, sequence alignment is a
fundamental tool for predicting protein structure, inferring the function of a novel gene or protein, identifying
protein domains, and constructing phylogenetic trees. Then, high amounts of similarity present in a sequence
alignment can provide evidence that sequences are homologous.
Structure Prediction
Protein structure modelling of a target protein (a protein whose structure is unknown) based on the sequence
similarity to proteins of a known structure is a well-known method for determining protein structures. This
technique is known as comparative protein structure modelling. 3D structures of proteins in a family is
more conserved compared to amino acid sequences of them [31]. Hence, if a target sequence shows sequence
similarity with other sequences of known structure, then the structure of the unknown sequence can be
inferred. Lots of protein structure prediction tools were developed based on a comparative modelling strategy,
and a detailed discussion about them can be found in [34].
Function Prediction
The function of an unknown gene or protein sequence can be inferred by comparing it with other known
sequences. As an example, in 1984, scientists compared cancer causing ν-sis oncogene with other known
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Figure 2.6: Phylogenetic tree where a, b, c, d represent different organisms.
sequences at that time, and they found similarity with platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), which is
responsible for cell growth. From that, scientists predicted cancer can be caused because of a normal gene
becoming activated at the wrong time [26].
Domain Identification
A protein domain refers to a structural and functional unit in protein sequences. As an example, the SRC
homology 3 domain (SH3) is responsible for protein-protein interactions. Construction of protein profiles
provides information on how likely a residue is to appear at a certain position in sequences. It allows for
the identification of conserved functional domains in sequences. To construct protein profiles, an alignment
among the sequences is often used.
Phylogeny
Phylogeny is the study of evolutionary relationships among taxa, individuals or molecules. Usually this
relationship is presented in the form of a tree where each leaf represents a taxon, or a specific molecule. To
construct a phylogenetic tree using distance based approaches, a sequence alignment is performed among
sequences. Then an inferred tree is constructed based on sequence information [41]. Figure 2.6 shows a
phylogenetic tree. ClustalW [51] is an example of a well-known suite with a tool to construct phylogenetic
trees.
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2.5 Sequence Alignment Techniques
2.5.1 Pairwise Sequence Alignment
A pairwise sequence alignment is the alignment of two sequences. Sequences can be aligned globally or locally.
A global alignment is an alignment of sequences across their entire lengths. In contrast, a local alignment is a
global alignment of any substring (part of a string where the order of each character is preserved compared to
the original string) of the first sequence with a substring of the second sequence from the involved sequences.
As an example, let S1 = CCCCGGG and S2 = CTTTCCCC be two nucleotide sequences. Then a local alignment
between them is as follows:
CCCC
CCCC
On the other hand, a global alignment between S1 and S2 is represented as:
CCCC-GGG
CTTTCCCC
Global Alignment: the Needleman-Wunsch Algorithm
In 1970, Needleman and Wunsch described a global pairwise sequence alignment technique using dynamic
programming, which is well-known as the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [36]. This approach reports the best
alignment (using a predefined scoring scheme) out of all possible alignments. Each possible alignment has
a score associated, and the algorithm finds out the alignment with the best score. The algorithm has two
steps: (1) computing the similarity matrix and (2) finding an optimal alignment.
Let S1 = ACATCG and S2 = ATTCA be two sequences. To generate the alignment between these two
sequences, at first, the similarity matrix is calculated as follows:
Computing The Similarity Matrix: The similarity matrix for the sequences S1 and S2 is a (|S1|+ 1) ×
(|S2|+ 1) matrix, where |Sx| represents length of the sequence. As the length of the sequences S1 and S2 are
6 and 5 respectively in the example above, hence, the similarity matrix for them is a 7× 6 matrix. Table 2.2
shows the similarity matrix for the sequences. In order to compute the similarity matrix, a scoring scheme is






A match occurs when two characters in the same column of an alignment are identical, while a mismatch
indicates that two characters do not match. An insertion/deletion (indel) occurs when there is a gap in one
sequence, perhaps caused by a character that got inserted or deleted during evolution. In the simplest scoring
scheme, usually, if there is a match a positive score is awarded, known as the match score. For a mismatch,
either zero or a negative number is given, called the mismatch score. For a gap, usually a negative score is
given, known as the gap penalty. For example, to fill the similarity matrix in Table 2.2, the match score,
mismatch score and gap penalty are considered as 1, -1 and -1 respectively. At the beginning, the top left
cell in the similarity matrix is filled by zero. Then, the first row and first column of the similarity matrix are
filled by the multiples of the gap penalty. Then, every cell in the matrix is filled by computing the score; the
score for the cell M(i, j) in the matrix is computed as follows:
M(i, j) = max

M(i− 1, j − 1) + s(xi, yi)
M(i− 1, j)− g
M(i, j − 1)− g
(2.1)
where i satisfies 1 ≤ i ≤ |S2| + 1 and j satisfies 1 ≤ j ≤ |S1| + 1, and g represents the gap penalty. Here,
s(xi, yi) is a function that returns the match score if xi and yi are identical, otherwise it returns the mismatch
score, where xi is a character in sequence S1 and yi is a character in sequence S2.
- A T T C A
- 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5
A -1 1 0 -1 -2 -3
C -2 0 0 -1 0 -1
A -3 -1 -1 -1 -1 1
T -4 -2 0 0 -1 0
C -5 -3 -1 -1 1 0
G -6 -4 -2 -2 0 0




Figure 2.7: An optimal alignment for the sequences S1 and S2.
Figure 2.8: Traceback matrix for the sequences S1 and S2.
Identifying an Optimal Alignment: To determine an optimal alignment, a traceback matrix is calcu-
lated from the similarity matrix, where (in one possible implementation of the algorithm) arrows (←, ↑ or,
↖) are added in each cell of the similarity matrix to indicate the last position of the best alignment. Figure
2.8 shows certain arrows of the traceback matrix corresponding to an optimal alignment constructed from
the similarity matrix in Table 2.2. The traceback matrix is traversed from the bottom-right cell following the
arrows to determine an optimal alignment for the sequences S1 and S2, which is represented in Figure 2.7.
Local Alignment: the Smith-Waterman Algorithm
Smith and Waterman proposed a local sequence alignment algorithm to identify common molecular substrings
[46]. For pairwise local sequence alignment, all possible substrings of the sequences are considered for the
alignment, and the algorithm finds the alignment of the substrings that achieves the best score. The Smith-
Waterman algorithm computes the similarity matrix in the same manner as the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm
with one exception: whenever a computed score for a given cell is less than zero, then zero is entered in the
matrix instead of the negative score. To identify an optimal local sequence alignment, the traceback matrix is
computed in same manner as in the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, but instead of traversing the matrix from
the lower right corner, it is traversed from the highest value in the matrix. The traceback ends whenever a
cell with value zero is encountered.
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2.5.2 Multiple Sequence Alignment
In the case of pairwise sequence alignment, two sequences are involved where as for MSA more than two
sequences are involved in the process. Both pairwise sequence alignment and MSA provides important bio-
logical information, but MSA is the more sensitive method compared to pairwise sequence alignment. Indeed,
Park et al. show that sequence comparisons using multiple sequence alignment technique detects almost three
times more homologs compared to pairwise methods [40]. Different methods for multiple sequence alignment







Exact multiple sequence alignment methods determine an optimal alignment out of all possible alignments.
In this approach, the pairwise sequence alignment technique proposed by Needleman-Wunsch [36] for global
multiple sequence alignment, and Smith-Waterman for local sequence alignment are extended to determine
an optimal alignment for the multiple sequences. However, the dimension of the dynamic programming
matrix (similarity matrix) in the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm must be expanded depending on the number
of sequences. To compute this matrix for the pairwise sequence alignment of two sequences of length n and
m, O(mn) time is required. But if the number of sequences rises to N and if all the sequences are of length
L, then the time complexity for computing the matrix becomes O(LN ). As a result of such exponential time
complexity, heuristic approaches are often used instead of exact alignment techniques.
Progressive Alignment
Feng and Doolittle popularized the idea of using a progressive alignment technique for generating multiple
sequence alignment [18]. This technique is incorporated in different MSA programs, and one of them is
ClustalW [51]. In ClustalW, at first pairwise alignments between all pairs of sequences are computed. For
n sequences in the input dataset, n(n−1)2 pairwise alignments are generated. For every pairwise alignment
a distance score is computed, and each of these scores are stored in a distance matrix. Next, this distance
matrix is used to generate a guide tree. According to this tree the two most similar (according to the pairwise
distances calculated) sequences are aligned at first, and then sequences are added progressively one by one
using the guide tree from most to least similar to produce a multiple sequence alignment.
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Iterative Approach
In the progressive alignment technique, if an error occurs during the initial alignment, it is not corrected.
The iterative alignment approach was introduced to overcome this shortcoming, where an initial potentially
suboptimal multiple sequence alignment is generated using the progressive alignment technique, and later
this alignment is improved through a series of iterations until a certain criteria is met. Several MSA programs
follow this strategy such as MUSCLE [17], MAFFT [27] etc.
Consistency-based Methods
Consistency-based techniques such as ProbCons [15], MAFFT [27] etc. use the iterative approach of multiple
sequence alignment. Different MSA programs use different methods to generate pairwise alignments, as an
example, ProbCons uses a pair hidden Markov model for this purpose. In the consistency based technique, if a
pairwise alignment of sequences X and Z is such that character xi from the sequence X aligns with character
zk from sequence Z, and also if character yj from sequence Y aligns with character zk from sequence Z, then
consistency-based techniques imply that xi and yj should align. In ProbCons, such additional information is
used to “reestimate the match quality scores” [15]. ProbCons computes the guide tree based on the expected
accuracy scores of pairwise alignments. Expected accuracy of a pairwise alignment is the ratio of number
of correctly aligned letter-pairs to the length of the shorter sequence. Then, ProbCons aligns the sequences
following the sequence order in the guide tree. Finally, it enters into the iterative refinement step to produce
a more refined multiple sequence alignment.
Structure-based Methods
Tertiary structure of proteins evolve more slowly compared to the primary structure. For example, human
beta globin and myoglobin share the same structure, and are considered homologus, but show very little
sequence identity [41]. Hence, researchers attempted to improve the quality of alignments integrating struc-
tural information regarding the sequences. PRALINE [45] and Expresso [3] are examples of such programs.
In Expresso, close homologs of the input sequences are identified, and then their structures are used to guide
the multiple sequence alignment process.
2.6 Alignment Scores
2.6.1 Sum-of-Pairs Score
The sum-of-pairs function [30] is a way to calculate the score of a multiple sequence alignment. In this
approach, all the columns in an alignment are considered independent. The score is the summation of the
score for each column in the alignment. If an alignment of l sequences has a character in the i-th column of
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where S is a function that indicates the score of aligning Cai with C
b
i — the two parameterized characters
(including the gap symbol); this score is usually obtained from a scoring matrix, which is described in detail





where N is the number of columns in the alignment.
2.6.2 Scoring Matrices
When protein sequences are aligned in the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, each alignment is assigned a score
based on the particular match, mismatch or insertion/deletion of the residues, and the algorithm reports
an alignment with the best score. Then, scoring matrices are more general, whereby there is a score for
aligning each character with each other character or aligning each character with a gap symbol. It is common
to use a matrix where each entry gives a score for substituting one character with another calculated from
the frequency with which each character can be substituted with each other character throughout evolution.
Different scoring matrices exist for scoring nucleotide sequences and protein sequences.
Scoring matrix for nucleotide sequences: As nucleotide sequences consist of only 4 nucleotides, the
scoring scheme is usually simpler. Commonly for nucleotides, positive and negative scores are awarded for
matches and mismatches respectively. In BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool), the match score is
+5 and the mismatch score is −4 by default.[1].
Scoring matrix for protein sequences: Two commonly used protein scoring matrices are PAM (Ac-
cepted Point Mutation) [14] and BLOSUM (Block Substitution Matrix) [22]. In the case of a PAM matrix,
each entry in the matrix is calculated from the probability of replacing the corresponding amino acid in
the column by the corresponding amino acid in the row over a defined evolutionary interval. Various PAM
matrices exist, such as PAM1, PAM100, PAM250 etc. For the PAM1 matrix, the evolutionary interval is one
PAM, which is calculated from sequences where 1% of the residues differ. Dayhoff et al. computed the PAM1
matrix based on the alignment of highly similar amino acid sequences, which makes it more suitable for the
alignment of closely related sequences. To explore the relatedness of distantly related proteins, variants of
the PAM1 matrix such as PAM100, PAM250 also exist, where PAMx is calculated mathematically by extrap-
olating PAM1 from one PAM time unit to x time units. However, Henikoff, G and Henikoff, J.S. proposed
the BLOSUM matrix from the alignment of distantly related proteins. Different variants of BLOSUM ma-
trices exist such as BLOSUM45, BLOSUM50, BLOSUM62, BLOSUM90 etc. High value BLOSUM matrices
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are suitable for high similarity protein sequences, while low value matrices are suitable for more divergent
sequences. Scores in the BLOSUM matrix are derived from observations of the frequencies of substitutions
in blocks of local alignments in related proteins. BLOSUM62 matrix was created using sequences sharing no
more than 62% identity.
2.7 Benchmark Databases
Different techniques for sequence alignments exist in the literature. To evaluate the efficiency of different mul-
tiple sequence alignment techniques, several benchmark databases such as BAliBASE [54], IRMBASE [48],
PREFAB [17] etc. have been proposed. These databases contain input datasets for multiple sequence align-
ment, and the reference alignments for the corresponding input datasets. Usually, these reference alignments
are computed using the three-dimensional structure of the sequences created from x-ray crystallography [41].
The alignments produced by MSA programs are compared with the reference alignments in the benchmark
databases, and such comparisons are made in terms of different scores proposed by the researchers. Edgar
proposed two fundamental ways to assess multiple sequence alignments [17]. They are known as Q (Quality)
score and TC (Total Column) score. A detailed discussion about these scores can be found in Section 5.3.
Thompson et al. [53] defined the sum-of-pairs score (SPS) and the column score (CS) to assess the quality
of multiple sequence alignment (this is referred to simply as the sum-of-pairs score in [53] but we use the
terminology of ratio to disambiguate with the sum-of-pairs score of an individual alignment as defined in
Section 2.6.1). Suppose, an alignment A contains N sequences and M columns where the i-th column in the








where Pijk = 1 if the residues Aij and Aik are aligned in the reference alignment as well; otherwise Pijk = 0
















where Ci = 1 if the i-th column in the alignment is identical to the i-th column in the reference alignment.
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2.7.1 BAliBASE
BAliBASE [54] is a manually refined database for testing and comparing multiple sequence alignments. This
database is categorized into different groups based on different criteria such as sequence similarity, presence
of N/C terminal extensions, large internal insertions etc. The alignments in BAliBASE are manually refined
according to the structural superposition. Until May 2015, 3 versions of BAliBASE have been released and
the latest version is BAliBASE 3.0 [52]. BAliBASE 3.0 benchmark database is categorized into 5 groups:
RV1X, RV20, RV30, RV40, and RV50. RV1X contains two subgroups: RV11 and RV12. RV11 includes
divergent sequences having less than 20% identity, RV12 contains medium divergent sequences having 20–
40% identity, RV20 contains sequences from same family with greater than 40% identity and also contains
orphan sequences (distant members of the family having a common fold but sharing less than 20% identity),
RV30 contains sequences from different subfamilies, where members of the same subfamily share more than
40% identity but two members from different subfamilies share less than 20% identity, and RV40 and RV50
contain sequences with large N/C-terminal extensions and internal insertions respectively.
2.7.2 PREFAB
Edgar proposed PREFAB (Protein Reference Alignment Benchmark) [17] for assessing the quality of different
protein sequence alignment programs. As of May 2015, 4 versions of this benchmark database have been
introduced. The latest version 4.0 contains 1682 input datasets. This database is created using a fully
automated protocol from the FSSP database [24]. The protocol is such that at first, two protein sequences
are aligned using a structural method; their homologs are identified using PSI-BLAST [2], and only the hits
having more than 80% identity are considered. Among these hits for each query sequence, randomly 24
sequences are selected and combined with the queries to form a dataset. Later this dataset is aligned with
another MSA program. Next the alignment accuracy for the query sequence pairs are computed by comparing
them with their structural alignment from the FSSP database and the structural alignment generated by the
program CE aligner [44]. Edgar included only those pairs and their homologs to form a dataset that had a
considerable amount of agreement between the aforementioned comparison methods to minimize structural
ambiguity.
2.7.3 IRMBASE
According to Subramanian et al. [48] the BAliBASE benchmark database suites contain sequences with high
sequence similarity which makes them biased towards global MSA programs. Hence Subramanian et al.
proposed IRMBASE (Implanted Rose Motifs Base) [48], a benchmark database for local multiple protein
alignment. This database contains a set of artificial random sequences, which are used to create simulated
sequences according to a stochastic rule that makes insertions, deletions, and substitutions at random spots.
As a result, a simulated phylogenetically related sequence family is obtained from the stochastic process
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whose correct multiple alignments are known. Then a group of artificially conserved sequence motifs are
created and inserted at random spots in the sequences. In this manner, 3 reference sets of artificial sequences
are created in the IRMBASE 1.0 benchmark database, called ref1, ref2, and ref3, where sequences in each
reference set contain one, two, and three motifs respectively.
2.8 Constrained Multiple Sequence Alignment
Most of the multiple sequence alignment algorithms proposed in the literature — such as T-Coffee [37],
ProbCons [15], MUSCLE [17] etc. — are fully automated, and they generate multiple sequence alignments
based on a some kind of predefined algorithm. Sometimes, however, expert users or existing databases
possess important information such as functional or structural annotations regarding the sequences. But
these automated MSA algorithms do not provide any mechanism to integrate expert users’ knowledge, or
additional information regarding the sequences. Researchers have proposed different tools that accept expert
users’ or additional information as a constraint on the alignment. MuSiC [50], RE-MuSiC [8], DIALIGN [35]
are examples of such programs that allow the user to specify their information as constraints.
2.8.1 RECSA
Aslan [5] proposed an algorithm RECSA (Regular Expression Constrained Sequence Alignment) for pairwise
sequence alignment that accepts a single regular expression constraint. RECSA determines an alignment
of the two sequences with the maximum alignment score such that the alignment of the involved sequences
matches a particular regular expression constraint. Later, Arslan extended his work to support multiple
sequences and developed an algorithm for the alignment of multiple sequences which are required to contain
a given sequence of regular expression constraints [4]. As far as we know, there is no implementation of this
algorithm.
2.8.2 MuSiC
Psai et al. proposed MuSiC, a web server for constrained multiple sequence alignment [50]. It forces the
alignment of specified nucleotides/residues with each other in columns. It accepts input sequences in FASTA
format, allows choosing a scoring matrix from the list of available matrices, and penalizes using an affine
gap penalty scheme. The constraints are specified as a string of characters where multiple constraints are
separated by commas. There is a ‘ratio” field,  in MuSiC, which is used to compute the maximum number
of allowable mismatches in the aligned segments. As an example, Tsai et al. showed the alignment of SARS-
TW1, a coronavirus responsible for Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), with porcine epidemic
diarrhea virus, human coronavirus, porcine transmissible gastroenteritis virus, bovine coronavirus, and mouse
hepatitis virus using MuSiC, where  = 0.5 was used, and together with specific short nucleotide sequences
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used as constraints. The resulting alignment showed the specified constraints with at most one mismatch per
segment.
2.8.3 RE-MuSiC
Chung et al. introduced RE-MuSiC for constrained multiple sequence alignment that accepts regular expres-
sion constraints [8]. It identifies the regions matched by the regular expression and generates an alignment
where these matching regions get aligned. RE-MuSiC allows the specification of complex constraints for
multiple sequence alignment. As an example, the PROSITE database includes information on conserved
motifs, which are expressed in a form of regular expression. These motifs can be used as constraints in RE-
MuSiC, and hence can be incorporated into the alignments, potentially improving their quality. The regular
expression constraints in RE-MuSiC are formulated using the PROSITE pattern format [25]. As an example,
Chung et al. showed the alignment of GSTs (Glutathione S-transferase) using RE-MuSiC with Casein Kinase
II Phosphorylation site, using [ST]-x(2)-[DE] as a constraint, and the region identified by the constraint
is aligned in the resultant alignment. In this example, this enforces that there is a region that aligns with
either S or T in the same column of all sequences, followed by two occurrences of any character, followed by
either D or E in every sequence.
2.8.4 DIALIGN
DIALIGN [35] is another tool for constrained multiple sequence alignment. It accepts constraints in the
form of user defined anchor points, and generates an alignment by aligning the user specified anchor points
wherever possible. An anchor point corresponds to equal length segments of the two sequences, and is defined
by five coordinates: the first sequence, the second sequence, starting position in the first sequence, starting
position in the second sequence, and the length of the segments. Users are also able to assign a priority to the
anchor point which is a criterion to select the anchor point if there exists a conflicting set of anchor points.
2.8.5 COBALT
COBALT (Constraint Based Alignment Tool) [39] is a framework for multiple alignment of protein sequences.
COBALT does not explicitly allow the user to specify constraints on the input sequences; rather, it automat-
ically generates constraints by searching the conserved domain database (CDD) [32] and the protein motif
database PROSITE [25], and uses these constraints to improve the quality of the generated alignments.
Similar tools to COBALT have been proposed by other researchers such as Comet and Henry [12] who
proposed a tool that extends the traditional Smith and Waterman algorithm and awards a score when the
alignment of patterns from the PROSITE database are made. Similarly Du and Lin [16] proposed a pattern
constrained algorithm that searches for pattern constraints in the PROSITE, Blocks+ [23], and eBLOCKs
[47] databases.
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2.9 Limitations of Existing CMSA Programs
The programs discussed in Section 2.8 have certain limitations. Papadopoulos et al. [39] used the additional
biological information in the conserved domain database (CDD) and the PROSITE to improve the quality
of multiple sequence alignments. But this information cannot be used directly in a CMSA program such as
in MuSiC. For this reason, Arslan [5] proposed RECSA (Regular Expression Constrained Sequence Align-
ment) that accepts regular expression constraints for pairwise sequence alignment, and later he extended it
to support multiple sequences. But according to Chung et al. [8] these algorithms by Arslan do not find the
portion of the alignment that satisfies the constraints and only reports the alignment score without showing
the complete alignment. So Chung et al. proposed a tool called RE-MuSiC (Multiple Sequence Alignment
with Regular Expression Constraints) [8] for constrained multiple sequence alignment that accepts regular
expression constraints. This tool allows the use of the conserved motifs described by regular expression such
as those found in the PROSITE database to be used as constraints. But RE-MuSiC does not allow the use
of certain quantification operators such as Kleene star (*), Kleene plus (+), and others in regular expression
constraints. Thus, only a strict subset of regular expressions can be used as input. Moreover, RE-MuSiC
does not always align certain parts of the regular expression matches in a desirable fashion. For example,
RE-MuSiC used with the BB11001 dataset from the BAliBASE 3.0 benchmark database and with constraint
"[IKRS]-[PYEA]-[PRD]-[KPHD]-[GRPN]-[ERDY]-x(0,1)-x(0,1)-x(0,1)-x(0,1)" produces an alignment
where the residues I, K, R, and S are in different columns, as their algorithm matches the entire regular ex-
pression to each sequence, and then aligns entire matching segments. If the user wishes instead that anything
matching the [IKRS] portion of the regular expression be aligned together in the same column, this cannot
be done with RE-MuSiC. Figure 2.9 shows the generated alignment by RE-MuSiC for this aforementioned
dataset and the constraint. Furthermore, the DIALIGN [35] web server accepts user defined anchor points
as constraints for multiple sequence alignment, but does not accept regular expression constraints.
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Several tools for constrained multiple sequence alignment have been proposed in the literature such as
MuSiC [50], RE-MuSiC [8], RECSA [5], DIALIGN [35] etc. Among these tools only RECSA and RE-MuSiC
accept regular expression constraints, and they have some limitations as discussed in Section 2.9. This thesis
proposes a novel technique for constrained multiple sequence alignment, with three main research objectives.
The first is to introduce a modular program for constrained multiple sequence alignment called CSA-X that
accepts regular expression constraints. This goal is described in more detail in Section 3.1. The second is to
conduct a benchmarking study for the proposed program CSA-X with existing tools, which is described in
detail in Section 3.2. Finally, Section 3.3 describes the third objective, which is to investigate whether CSA-
X can improve the accuracy of alignments, versus not using any constraints, with various types of regular
expressions.
3.1 CSA-X: A Modular Multiple Sequence Alignment Program
This section describes the motivations behind creating the proposed constrained multiple sequence alignment
program CSA-X. CSA-X is a modular program that accepts regular expression constraints and uses an
arbitrary multiple sequence alignment program to generate portions of the alignments. RECSA [5] and
the other algorithm for the constrained alignment of multiple sequences [4] by Arslan are not available as
implemented programs. Furthermore, Chung et al. [8] wrote in their paper that these algorithms only report
the alignment score and not the complete alignment. The tool proposed by Chung et al. RE-MuSiC, does
report full alignments and scores, but accepts only a subset of regular expressions as input, and does not always
align the regions matched by the regular expression constraint, as discussed in detail in Section 2.9. This
study proposes a tool that allows to use arbitrary regular expressions including the use of the quantification
operators such as Kleene star and Kleene plus which cannot be used in the other tools proposed in the
literature. The CMSA programs proposed in the literature do not guarantee the alignment of the sub-
patterns of the regular expression constraint. CSA-X is designed in such a way that the user can enforce that
the regions matched by the sub-patterns of the regular expression constraints get aligned. Moreover, CSA-X
is a modular tool that uses an underlying program to generate alignments, which allows the changing of the
underlying multiple sequence alignment program if more accurate or more efficient programs, or specialized
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programs appropriate for a given problem become available.
3.2 Benchmarking Study
To assess the accuracy of MSA programs different benchmark databases have been proposed in the literature
such as BAliBASE 3.0 [52], IRMBASE [48], PREFAB [17] etc. Notredame et al. [37], Katoh et al. [27], and
Edgar [17] used benchmarking studies to assess the efficiency of their proposed multiple sequence alignment
tools. However, such a benchmarking study does not exist for the constrained multiple sequence alignment
program RE-MuSiC. This study conducts a benchmarking study for the proposed tool CSA-X and RE-
MuSiC, and as CSA-X is a modular tool that uses an underlying program to generate alignments — this
study includes benchmarking results for the underlying MSA programs as well. Furthermore, to ensure that
differences in accuracy between alignments generated by CSA-X and other algorithms using various quality
metrics are not by chance, this study also conducts and presents the results of statistical significance testing.
3.3 Enhancing the Accuracy of Multiple Sequence Alignment Pro-
grams with Constraints
Using sequences involved in the alignment, sometimes, expert users can have information regarding active
site residues, and conserved motifs — such additional information can improve the generated alignments by
MSA programs [50]. Our objective is to test whether CSA-X can improve the accuracy of the alignments
if an expert user provides necessary information regarding the sequences. To test this, CSA-X is provided
with constraints identified from the correct alignments of the benchmark database. Constraints are identified
from both the most conserved regions and the least conserved regions, and they are supplied to the CSA-X
program to compare the accuracy of alignments versus other applications. A detailed discussion on how the




The proposed CSA-X is a modular program that accepts constraints in the form of regular expressions
over an extended syntax, where the symbol # has additional special meaning. This symbol can be placed in
multiple spots in the regular expression. Intuitively, if the regular expression matches each of the sequences
to be aligned, the sections that match between two consecutive # symbols are aligned together. At first, the
regular expression matches for each entire sequence are identified. Then the sections between # symbols of a
sequence are aligned with corresponding sections of the other sequences, and thus the entire regular expression
matched segments are aligned. CSA-X constraints can be formulated without using any # symbols as well,
but, if the # symbols are used for constructing the regular expression constraint, then it provides additional
guidance by which the matching subwords are aligned. These regular expressions extended with the # symbol
are referred to as hash-augmented regular expression.
4.1 Hash-augmented Regular Expressions
Formally, a hash-augmented regular expression can be defined inductively:
• every regular expression is a hash-augmented regular expression,
• if R and S are two hash-augmented regular expressions, then R#S is a hash-augmented regular expres-
sion.
From this definition, every hash-augmented regular expression can be written in the following form, for some
n ≥ 1:
R1#R2# . . .#Rn,
where R1, R2, . . . , Rn are regular expressions. A hash-augmented regular expression is a way of specifying a
regular expression constraint in CSA-X. It is constructed in such a way that the sub-patterns in the regular
expression can be separated by # symbols. As an example, consider a dataset having 3 protein sequences as
follows:
S = s1s2 · · · sn
R = r1r2 · · · rm
T = t1t2 · · · tp
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where si, rj , tk are individual residues, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ p. If a user would like to
align segments S2,5 = s2s3s4s5, R4,7 = r4r5r6r7 and T5,8 = t5t6t7t8 with each other in a column-by-column
fashion, then these segments can be converted to a single hash-augmented regular expression as follows:
[s2r4t5]#[s3r5t6]#[s4r6t7]#[s5r7t8]. (4.1)
Here, the square brackets use the standard Perl regular expression syntax, and refers to a single character
listed or contained in the list (that is, any of the characters in parentheses can match). The # symbols
provide additional control by giving information regarding the sections to align in columns, and ensures that
the residues s2, r4, or t5 followed by s3, r5, or t6 followed by s4, r6, or t7 followed by s5, r7, or t8 get aligned
in columns. If the # symbols are not used in Equation 4.1, then CSA-X constructs the best alignment which
could be of the entire segment of S, R, and T that matches the regular expression, which possibly could for
example, align as follows:
s2s3s4s5−− −−
−− −− r4r5r6r7
−− −t5 t6t7 t8−
For the case of hash-augmented regular expressions, between every two # symbols, there is a syntactically
correct regular expression 1 (by the definition of hash-augmented regular expressions). As an example, sup-
pose (AC#TT)C#A is a hash-augmented regular expression constraint for an input dataset of protein sequences.
But this expression is not a valid CSA-X hash-augmented regular expression, because the left side of the first
# symbol contains ‘(AC’ and right side contains ‘TT)C’ which are not syntactically correct (they are not
regular expressions).
It should be noted that if a hash-augmented regular expression matches multiple sequences, then each
matching segment must match the same number of hash symbols, since they cannot be placed inside any
quantification operator by the definition of hash-augmented regular expressions.
4.2 Algorithm
The constrained multiple sequence alignment program, CSA-X, accepts constraints in the form of hash-
augmented regular expressions. Consider, an input dataset that contains a list ofN sequences S1, S2, S3, . . . , SN ,
and a user has additional information regarding the sequences in the form of a hash-augmented regular expres-
sion R = R1#R2#R3# · · ·#RM , where M indicates the number of sub-patterns in the expression. CSA-X
takes the dataset and the hash-augmented regular expression as input, and generates an output alignment by
aligning the regular expression matched segments together. The process that CSA-X uses to generate such
an alignment can be described using the following high-level steps:
1By syntactically correct, we mean that its syntax implies that it is defined to be a regular expression.
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1. At first, CSA-X attempts to match the hash-augmented regular expression constraint, R to each se-
quence Sx of the input dataset, where 1 ≤ x ≤ N . If the regular expression matches exactly once in
each sequence Sx, then CSA-X determines a list of positions (for each x, 1 ≤ x ≤ N) l0x, l1x, l2x, . . . , lMx ,
where 0 ≤ l0x ≤ l1x ≤ l2x ≤ . . . ≤ lMx ≤ |Sx| + 1, whereby regular expression Rj matches between
positions lj−1x and l
j
x − 1, for each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ M (if lj−1x = ljx then Rj matches the empty string). It
should be noted that if CSA-X does not find any regular expression match on the input sequences or it
finds matches for a strict subset of sequences in the dataset, then it returns the alignment of the input
dataset using the underlying MSA program without using the regular expression.
2. In this step, CSA-X generates alignments for each of the matched sections of the sequences. That is, it
aligns the subwords S1(1, l
0
1−1), . . . , SN (1, l0N−1), then aligns subwords S1(lj−11 , lj1−1), . . . , SN (lj−1N , ljN−
1) for every j, 1 ≤ j ≤ M , and then aligns subwords S1(lM+11 , |S1|), . . . , SN (lM+1N , |SN |). Then it con-
catenates each of these alignments together in order. Indeed as the constraints in CSA-X are specified
using a hash-augmented regular expression, it generates alignments by decoding information from the
specified constraints.
Intuitively, the formalism of this step means that CSA-X identifies the segments that match the entire
expression R for each sequence Sx in the previous steps. In addition, at the same time on each of the
matched segments, it also identifies the subsections that match the sub-patterns R1, R2, R3, . . . , RM
consecutively in the hash-augmented regular expression. Then, CSA-X aligns each matching sub-
pattern separately (including the parts that match before the first matching sub-pattern, and the parts
that match after the final sub-pattern has ended), using the underlying MSA program X to generate
alignments, and then merges the generated alignments together to produce a complete alignment.
3. However, if it finds multiple regular expression matches on a single sequence, then it generates all
possible combinations of the matched-segment datasets by selecting each regular expression match of
the sequence separately. As an example, suppose a hash-augmented regular expression R, matches the
sequence St at two spots, and hence has two matched segments St(a, b) and St(i, j) where, 1 ≤ a ≤
b ≤ |St|, 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ |St|, and i > b. If the rest of the sequences match the hash-augmented regular
expression exactly at one spot, then CSA-X would create two alignments, one where the matching
occurs between St(a, b) with the single matches on the other sequences, and the other one is where the
matching occurs between St(i, j) with the single matches on the other sequences. Then the algorithm
determines the alignment that has the highest sum-or-pairs score, and returns the alignment with the
highest score.
It should be noted that, CSA-X only allows a single regular expression as input, although, multiple regular
expressions can be combined into a single regular expression by joining them with quantifiers such as R.∗S,
where R and S are two regular expressions, “.” represents any character match, and “∗” is Kleene star.
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Figure 4.1: Flowchart of CSA-X algorithm.
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4.3 Example
CSA-X is a modularized tool, which accepts hash augmented regular expression constraints. Conserved motifs
for different protein sequences are listed in the PROSITE database in the form of regular expressions, which
can be used as constraints to improve the biological accuracy of the alignments in different CMSA programs.
Our implementation of the CSA-X algorithm accepts a hash-augmented regular expression constraint, and
converts it to a Perl regular expression. But the format of specifying regular expression constraints are
different in PROSITE and in CSA-X, hence a format conversion is required to use the motifs from PROSITE
as a constraint in CSA-X. Furthermore, CSA-X allows the use of different quantification operators such as
Kleene star, Kleene plus etc. in the hash-augmented regular expression constraint specification. For example,
the TATA-binding protein plays a vital role in the activation of eukaryotic genes. PROSITE (PDOC00303)
lists the consensus for the signature pattern of the TATA-binding protein as follows:
Y-x-[PK]-x(2)-[IF]-x(2)-[LIVM](2)-x-[KRH]-x(3)-P-[RKQ]-x(3)-L-[LIVM]-F-x-
[STN]-G-[KR]-[LIVMA]-x(3)-G-[TAGL]-[KR]-x(7)-[AGCS]-x(7)-[LIVMF].
For the alignment of different TATA box proteins the above mentioned consensus pattern can be used as a
constraint. For instance, if one would like to align TATA box proteins found in human (gb AAI09054.1), rat
(gb AAH16476.1), and a microorganism called Halobacterium salinarum (emb CAA63691.1) using CSA-X,
then the format of this consensus pattern can be as follows:
Y.[PK]..[IF]..[LIVM]{2}.[KRH]...P[RKQ]...L[LIVM]F.[STN]G[KR][LIVMA]...G
[TAGL][KR].......[AGCS].......[LIVMF].
To illustrate the use of a more general quantification operator, the segment “[LIVM]{2}” in regular expression
constraint can be replaced by “[LIVM]+”. It is also possible to add hash symbols to force matching sections
of the regular expression to align, as follows:
Y.[PK]..[IF]..[LIVM]+.[KRH]#...P[RKQ]...L[LIVM]F.[STN]G[KR][LIVMA]#...G
[TAGL][KR].......[AGCS].......[LIVMF].
Figure 4.2 shows the alignment generated by CSA-X, where the region identified by the regular expression
is aligned in columns (highlighted). For this alignment ProbCons is used as the underlying alignment tool.
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  stdout MSF:  375 Type: P 27/10/15 CompCheck: 9096 .. 
 
  Name: gi80478871 Len: 375  Check:  624 Weight: 1.00 
  Name: gi16741283 Len: 375  Check: 9841 Weight: 1.00 
  Name: gi1070345  Len: 375  Check: 8631 Weight: 1.00 
 
           1                                               50 
gi80478871 MDQNNSLPPYAQGLASPQGAMTPGIPIFSPMMPYGTGLTPQPIQNTNSLS 
gi16741283 MDQNNSLPPYAQGLASPQGAMTPGIPIFSPMMPYGTGLTPQPIQNTNSLS 
gi1070345  MSTL.............................................. 
 
           51                                             100 
gi80478871 ILEEQQRQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQAVAAAA 
gi16741283 ILEEQQRQQQQQQQQ......................QQQQQAVATAAAS 
gi1070345  .................................................. 
 
           101                                            150 
gi80478871 VQQSTSQQATQGTSGQAPQLFHSQTLTTAPLPGTTPLYPSPMTPMTPITP 
gi16741283 VQQSTSQQPTQGASGQTPQLFHSQTLTTAPLPGTTPLYPSPMTPMTPITP 
gi1070345  .................................................. 
 
           151                                            200 
gi80478871 ATPASESSGIVPQLQNIVSTVNLGCKLDLKTIALRARNAE.......... 
gi16741283 ATPASESSGIVPQLQNIVSTVNLGCKLDLKTIALRARNAEYNPKRFAAVI 
gi1070345  ........ADTIHIENVVASSDLGQELALDQLSTDLPGAE.......... 
 
           201                                            250 
gi80478871 .........................YNPKRFAAVIMRIREPRTTALIFSS 
gi16741283 MRIREPRTTALIFSSGKMVCTGAKSYEPELFPGLIYRMIKPRIVLLIFVS 
gi1070345  .........................YNPEDFPGVVYRLQEPKSATLIFRS 
 
           251                                            300 
gi80478871 GKMVCTGAKSEEQSRLAARKYARVVQKLGFPAK.FLDFKIQNMVGSCDVK 
gi16741283 GKVVLTGAKVRAEIYEAFENIYPIL......................... 
gi1070345  GKVVCTGAKSVDDVHEALGIVFGDIRELGIDVTSNPPIEVQNIVSSASLE 
 
           301                                            350 
gi80478871 FPIRLEGLVLTH.QQFSSYEPELFPGLIYRMIKPRIVLLIFVSGKVVLTG 
gi16741283 .................................................. 
gi1070345  QSLNLNAIAIGLGLEQIEYEPEQFPGLVYRLDDPDVVVLLFGSGKLVITG 
 
           351                   375 
gi80478871 AKVRAEIYEAFENIYPILKGFRKTT 
gi16741283 ..................KGFRKTT 
gi1070345  GQNPDEAEQALAHVQDRLTELGLLD 
Figure 4.2: CSA-X alignment of TATA box proteins, where the highlighted regions indicate the




Performance of CSA-X is assessed using the BAliBASE 3.0 benchmark database, and compared with
the results of RE-MuSiC — the other CMSA program that takes regular expression constraints as input.
Further, the performance of CSA-X with T-Coffee version 11.00.8cbe486 is compared to T-Coffee itself, and
similarly with ProbCons version 1.12. Since CSA-X is a modular tool, the underlying MSA program can be
changed to achieve better alignments. The study conducted by Pais, FSM et. al [38] showed that ProbCons,
T-Coffee, Probalign and MAFFT achieve higher accuracy than other MSA tools considered in their study.
In this study of assessment, ProbCons and T-Coffee are used as the underlying MSA algorithms in CSA-X
(although other programs can be used with CSA-X as well, these are the only two used for the purposes of
assessment). Whenever CSA-X uses ProbCons, it is referred to as CSA-PC, and for T-Coffee, it is called
CSA-TCOF.
5.1 Benchmark Database
RE-MuSiC generates erroneous alignments for some datasets in the BAliBASE 3.0 benchmark database,
where the length of the sequences are not equal and sometimes the resulting alignments contain wildcard
characters. For example, RE-MuSiC run with BB20003 dataset from BAliBASE 3.0 using default settings
and the following constraint
[IMLVFATWYQGKH]-[VDLMFISAYENGQCH]-[PSKEGRQAFDTLNWIVH]-[DTNKQAEHFGRSMCIP]-
[VIAGNDKPLMRHTSYEF]-[VQIPKGSEARLDYNF]-x(0,1)-x(0,1)-x(0,1)-x(0,1)
returns an alignment, where the length of the sequences are different for headers 1o20 A, PROA STRTR
and PROA STRPN. Furthermore, for header PROA STRPN, the sequence in the output alignment contains
wildcard characters. Hence, the working database for this study is defined as being created from BAliBASE 3.0
including those datasets for which RE-MuSiC produces non-erroneous alignments. BAliBASE 3.0 is classified
into several groups; namely RV11, RV12, RV20, RV30, RV40, and RV50. Each of these groups include datasets
having full length sequences (filenames start with BB) and short truncated sequences (filename starts with
BBS) except RV40. RV11 includes divergent equidistant sequences having less than 20% identity, but RV12
contains datasets where sequences have 20 – 40% identity. Datasets in RV20 contain sequences that are
from the same family and share more than 40% identity, and there also exist orphan sequences (distant
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members of the family having a common fold and share less than 20% identity). RV 30 contains sequences
from different subfamilies, where members of the same subfamily share more than 40% identity but two
members from different subfamilies share less than 20% identity. RV40 and RV50 contain sequences with
large N/C-terminal extensions and internal insertions respectively. In the working database for this study,
there are 76 datasets from RV11, 84 datasets from RV12, 6 datasets from RV20, 6 datasets from RV30, 17
datasets from RV40 and 11 datasets from RV50, in total 200 datasets. Due to the erroneous alignments
from RE-MuSiC, the working database therefore contains a total of 200 datasets from BAliBASE 3.0 out
of 386 datasets. Out of these 200 datasets, 98 datasets contain short truncated sequences. To compare the
performance of CSA-X with RE-MuSiC and other programs, this working database is used in this study (we
will additionally consider the difference in results between programs when including those datasets not in the
working dataset).
5.2 Constraints
To identify the effects of constraints on generated alignments, two sets of regular expression constraints are
created from the correct alignments of the BAliBASE 3.0 benchmark database. One set of regular expression
constraints are created from the most conserved region of the correct alignments having some maximum
number of gaps. Another set is constructed from the least conserved region of the correct alignments with a
maximum number of gaps. All of these constraints are automatically generated using a Perl script, which uses
reference alignment files from BAliBASE 3.0, identifies the most conserved regions and the least conserved
regions for the alignments, and generates the regular expression constraints. The length of the regular
expression constraints and the maximum number of gaps allowed per sequence are also used as input for this
script. Based on these information, the script generates regular expression constraints to be used in CSA-X
and RE-MuSiC.
The idea behind this approach, is to identify the effects of constraints on multiple sequence alignment.
Usually, expert users possess information about the sequences involved in the alignment process. They align
the sequences using a MSA program, and after that, they correct the alignment based on their knowledge if
it is not reflected in the generated alignment. If they have knowledge that a specific segment in a sequence
should be aligned with some other segment in another sequence, it is possible to encode their knowledge
beforehand and pass this information to MSA program. If this information is passed to a CMSA programs
like RE-MuSiC and CSA-X, this study investigates which of the two programs achieves a higher score. To
better understand the effects of constraints, they were chosen from both the most conserved region and the
least conserved region of the correct alignments. In this study, conserved regions are identified in terms
of sum-of-pair (SP) score, where higher SP score indicates the most conserved region and lower SP score
indicates the least conserved region.
For this study, the regular expression constraints are generated to be of length 12 with a maximum of one
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gap per sequence. The length of regular expression constraint is chosen to be 12 to avoid multiple matches.
To make a fair comparison between CSA-X and RE-MuSiC, both are tested on the same sets (most and
least conserved) of regular expression constraints (and therefore, all regular expressions tested do not have
the quantifiers * or + as these do not work with RE-MuSiC). Furthermore, CSA-PC with these regular
expressions are compared to ProbCons without using any regular expressions at all (and similarly with T-
Coffee) to gauge the potential improvements that using regular expressions as constraints can provide. This
depends on whether the regular expressions are created from highly conserved or lesser conserved regions.
Although this part of the assessment is done using the correct alignments to construct the regular expressions,
it is only being used to see if regular expressions can possibly improve quality, depending on the type of regular
expression. A thorough test of common regular expressions used by expert users together with a test to see
if they improve alignment quality is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, for comparing RE-MuSiC to
CSA-X, such regular expressions are equally favourable to both programs, and is therefore a useful method
of comparison.
5.3 Accuracy Measurement
To measure the accuracy of considered programs in this study, two scores, Q score (Quality Score) and
TC score (Total Column Score) are computed. Edgar [17] defined Q score as a ratio between the number
of correctly aligned pairs by the algorithm being tested to the number of residue pairs in the reference
alignment, which is same as the sum-of-pairs score defined by Thompson et. al [53]. TC score is the number
of correctly aligned columns, divided by the number of columns in the reference alignment, which is also same
as the column score (CS) defined by Thompson et al [53]. Program qscore, available at http://drive5.com/
qscore/ is used to compute these scores.
5.4 Statistical Analysis
In an experiment where sample data is collected from a population, an observed effect may be due to
sampling error. To eliminate the idea that the difference is merely by chance, statistical significance tests are
conducted. Researchers working in the area of multiple sequence alignment mainly use two tests to measure
the statistical significance of the data; one is the Friedman rank test [19] and another one is the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test [55]. Notredame et al. [37], Gotoh [21] used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test in their study to
assess the statistical significance of their test results. On the other hand, Edgar [17], Batzoglou et al. [15]
used the Friedman rank test. In this work, Wilcoxon signed-rank test and Wilcoxon rank-sum test are used
to measure statistical significance. If two samples are paired, Wilcoxon signed-rank test is used. Otherwise,
Wilcoxon rank-sum test is used. A brief introduction to these techniques are as follows:
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5.4.1 Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test
Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a non-parametric test, which means for this method the sample population
need not be normally distributed, and the two sample datasets must be paired i.e. one dataset should be
directly related to a specific observation in other dataset. In this method, two hypotheses are made; one is
the null hypothesis, and the other one is the alternative hypothesis. Here “the two matched pairs come from
populations with equal medians” — is assumed as the null hypothesis and “the two matched pairs come from
populations with non-equal medians” — is assumed as the alternative hypothesis. Then in this test a score
known as a “p-value” is computed, and based on that it is determined whether the null hypothesis is rejected
[55].
5.4.2 Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test
Wilcoxon rank-sum test is also a non-parametric test like the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. This test is applied
if the two sample datasets are independent. Here, “the two samples come from populations with equal
medians” — is considered as the null hypothesis and “the two samples come from populations with different
medians” — is considered as the alternative hypothesis. Similarly for this test, a “p-value” is computed, and
based on that it is determined whether the null hypothesis is rejected [55].
Note that in this study, “no significant difference between the datasets of the considered programs” —
is considered as the null hypothesis, and if the p-value is less than 0.05 then the null hypothesis is rejected.
Lesser p-value indicates more statistical significance.
5.5 Parameter Settings
Standalone ProbCons and T-Coffee are used with the default parameter settings (performing a comparison
by systematically varying all parameters with every program is beyond the scope of this work). The same
parameter settings of ProbCons and T-Coffee are used in CSA-PC and CSA-TCOF respectively. RE-MuSiC
is run with default gap extension and gap open penalty. CSA-PC, CSA-TCOF, and RE-MuSiC are provided
with the equivalent set of regular expression constraints. As the format of specifying regular expression






In this study, ProbCons and T-Coffee are used as the underlying MSA algorithms in CSA-X. Whenever
CSA-X uses ProbCons, it is referred to as CSA-PC, and for using T-Coffee, it is called CSA-TCOF. The
considered programs for accuracy measurement in this study are: CSA-PC, CSA-TCOF, RE-MuSiC, T-
Coffee and ProbCons. Average (AVG) and standard deviation (SD) of Q score and TC score (described in
Section 5.3) for these programs are presented in Table 6.1. Among these programs CSA-PC, CSA-TCOF
and RE-MuSiC are provided with the regular expression constraints. Section 5.2 describes the process of
obtaining regular expression constraints in detail. Two types of constraints are used — constraints obtained
from the most conserved regions (MC) and constraints from the least conserved regions (LC) of the correct
alignments. The list of constraints used with CSA-X and RE-MuSiC are in Appendix A, and in Appendix
B respectively. However, T-Coffee and ProbCons are run without any constraint on the working database,
and their results are also included in Table 6.1. For assessing the accuracy of the proposed CSA-X modular
program, two types of comparisons are designed:
• CSA-X versus other regular expression constrained MSA program (RE-MuSiC),
• CSA-X versus the underlying MSA program used in CSA-X.
6.1.1 Comparison of CSA-X with regular expression constrained MSA program
(RE-MuSiC)
It is observed from Table 6.1, for 200 datasets in the working database that CSA-PC and CSA-TCOF both
achieve higher accuracy compared to RE-MuSiC, for using both Q score and TC score. From Table 6.2 it
is apparent that on average for Q score, CSA-PC achieves approximately 17.9% and CSA-TCOF achieves
almost 17.4% higher score compared to RE-MuSiC when using constraints obtained from the least conserved
(LC) region of the correct alignments respectively. However, for the constraints obtained from the most
conserved (MC) region of the correct alignments, CSA-PC and CSA-TCOF achieve 17.6% and 16.8% higher
score respectively. While for TC score, CSA-PC and CSA-TCOF shows even higher results. For the most





CSA-PC 0.868 (0.118) 0.881 (0.116) -
CSA-TCOF 0.860 (0.131) 0.876 (0.124) -
RE-MuSiC 0.691 (0.197) 0.702 (0.220) -
ProbCons - - 0.854 (0.153)
T-Coffee - - 0.846 (0.166)
TC
CSA-PC 0.713(0.222) 0.730 (0.244) -
CSA-TCOF 0.702 (0.231) 0.718 (0.244) -
RE-MuSiC 0.496 (0.256) 0.487 (0.299) -
ProbCons - - 0.693
T-Coffee - - 0.680
Table 6.1: The table above lists the average and standard deviation (in parentheses) of Q score and
TC score for the working database. MC and LC represent the use of regular expression constraints
identified from the correct alignments of the most conserved region and the least conserved region
of the benchmark datasets, and ‘-’ represents a score not computed. The last column is computed
without the use of regular expressions. The entries that are bold represent the highest value for each
type of score and regular expression.
RE-MuSiC
Q TC
MC LC MC LC
CSA-PC 0.176 0.179 0.217 0.243
CSA-TCOF 0.168 0.174 0.206 0.231
Table 6.2: Average Q score and TC score are higher for CSA-PC and CSA-TCOF in comparison to
RE-MuSiC. MC and LC represent the use of regular expression constraints identified from the correct
alignments of the most conserved region and the least conserved region of the benchmark datasets.
Values in this table represent the difference between average Q score or TC score for the mentioned
programs.
CSA-PC vs. ProbCons CSA-TCOF vs. T-Coffee
MC LC MC LC
Q 0.014 0.026 0.014 0.030
TC 0.021 0.038 0.022 0.038
Table 6.3: Average Q score and TC score are higher for CSA-PC and CSA-TCOF in comparison to
ProbCons and T-Coffee. MC and LC represent the use of regular expression constraints identified from
the correct alignments of the most conserved region and the least conserved region of the benchmark
datasets. Values in this table represent the difference between average Q score or TC score for the
mentioned programs.
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Ratio for Q score Ratio for TC score
CSA-PC (LC) >RE-MuSiC 195200 = 97.5%
185
200 = 92.5%
CSA-PC (LC) = RE-MuSiC 2200 = 1%
5
200 = 2.5%
CSA-PC (MC) >RE-MuSiC 192200 = 96%
186
200 = 93%
CSA-PC (MC) = RE-MuSiC 4200 = 2%
9
200 = 4.5%
CSA-TCOF (LC) >RE-MuSiC 194200 = 97%
184
200 = 92%
CSA-TCOF (LC) = RE-MuSiC 4200 = 2%
7
200 = 3.5%
CSA-TCOF (MC) >RE-MuSiC 191200 = 95.5%
180
200 = 90%
CSA-TCOF (MC) = RE-MuSiC 4200 = 2%
15
200 = 7.5%
Table 6.4: Percentage of datasets for which CSA-X performs higher or equal to RE-MuSiC. Each
entry in the second column gives the number of datasets where CSA-X compares to RE-MuSiC as
indicated in the first column divided by the total number of datasets (200). CSA-X (LC/MC) indicates
that CSA-X is either provided with the LC or MC constraints set, and X indicates the name of the
underlying MSA program.
higher results compared to RE-MuSiC, and the score rises to 21.7% and 20.6% respectively for CSA-PC and
CSA-TCOF for the LC constraints set.
Out of 200 working datasets for Q score, CSA-PC and CSA-TCOF with LC constraints perform higher
for 195 and 194 datasets respectively compared to RE-MuSiC, and CSA-PC and RE-MuSiC perform equally
well for 2 datasets, and CSA-TCOF and RE-MuSiC perform equally for 4 datasets. So in fact, CSA-PC and
CSA-TCOF perform higher in 98% and 97% of the cases respectively for the working database. In addition,
for TC score, CSA-PC and CSA-TCOF with LC constraints set achieves higher score in total for 185 and 184
datasets, and an equal score for 5 and 7 datasets. CSA-PC and CSA-TCOF with MC constraints set achieves
a higher score for Q score for 192 and 191 datasets respectively, and for TC score they achieve higher score
for 186 and 180 datasets respectively compared to RE-MuSiC. The complete results are provided in Table
6.4. In addition, if all the datasets in BAliBASE 3.0 are considered, instead of just the working datasets, and
we define CSA-X as performing better than RE-MuSiC for instances where RE-MuSiC is giving erroneous
results, then CSA-PC (LC) gives a higher score for 381 datasets out of 386 datasets, and CSA-TCOF (LC)
gives a higher score for 380 datasets out of 386 datasets.
6.1.2 Comparison of CSA-X with the underlying MSA programs used
Furthermore, from Table 6.1 CSA-PC and CSA-TCOF score higher overall than standalone ProbCons and
T-Coffee run without any constraints. From Table 6.3 for MC constraints, CSA-PC and CSA-TCOF both
shows 1.4% higher Q score and more than 2% higher TC score compared to ProbCons and T-Coffee. Where
as, using LC constraints, CSA-PC and CSA-TCOF achieves 2.6% and 2.9% higher Q score and 3.78% and
3.76% higher TC score respectively. According to Thompson et al. [53] the BAliBASE sum-of-pairs score
(similar to Q score) increases if a program succeeds in aligning sequences relative to the reference alignment
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dataset; this means the higher the Q score is, the better the program is at generating accurate alignments,
while TC score tests how efficiently the program is aligning all the sequences. This is a more stringent criteria
of measurement as a column score can become zero if a single sequence is misaligned [29]. The complete
results (Q score and TC score separated for each individual dataset) of these considered programs can be
found in the appendix C.
6.1.3 Result analysis on separate groups of the working database
Results of these programs on different groups in the working database show which programs are best suited
for aligning sequences with N/C-terminal extensions, sequences with large internal insertions, and sequences
with distant members of the family. Figures 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 demonstrate accuracy scores (Q and TC)
for the considered programs. Table 6.5 and 6.6 indicates names of the programs that achieves a higher
average Q score and TC score respectively. In these tables, rows labelled as MC/LC indicates that CSA-X
was either provided with MC/LC regular expression constraints set. In contrast, the row “Recommended”
holds the names of recommended programs for constrained alignment on different groups. Based on these
results, it is concluded that CSA-X clearly outperforms overall RE-MuSiC. RE-MuSiC only provides higher
results in terms of TC score for the RV20 subgroup provided with MC regular expression set. It is worth
noticing that the difference between CSA-PC and RE-MuSiC is 17.3%, and for CSA-TCOF and RE-MuSiC is
18.6%. However, Both CSA-PC and CSA-TCOF achieves higher results for this subgroup when used with LC
regular expression set; specifically, CSA-PC and CSA-TCOF achieves almost 39% higher results compared
to RE-MuSiC.
As a whole, CSA-X achieves higher accuracy compared to RE-MuSiC and the rest of the programs.
Moreover, it is observed that CSA-TCOF achieves slightly higher average compared to CSA-PC for subgroup
RV40 and RV50, which contains datasets having sequences with N/C-terminal extensions and large inter-
nal insertions, while CSA-PC achieves higher score for rest of the subgroups compared to CSA-TCOF. In
comparison to standalone ProbCons with CSA-PC, ProbCons achieves higher accuracy in terms of Q and
TC score only for short sequences of subgroups RV12 and RV20. However, CSA-PC has higher accuracy
compared to ProbCons for the rest of the subgroups of datasets with long and short truncated sequences.
If T-Coffee is analyzed against CSA-TCOF, CSA-TCOF obtains good accuracy for Q score in most of the
subgroups, with the exception of subgroup RV40 with MC constraints and RV50 with short sequences while
used with LC constraints. T-Coffee achieves minimal .2% higher average for Q score in the case of RV40
and 2% higher for RV50 in comparison to CSA-TCOF. For TC score, T-Coffee obtains 7% higher average








































ProbCons T-Coffee RE-MuSiC CSA-PC CSA-TCOF
Figure 6.1: Average Q score on various subgroups for each program. CSA-TCOF and CSA-PC uses
most conserved regular expression set.
RV11 RV12 RV20 RV30 RV40 RV50
MC CSA-PC CSA-TCOF CSA-TCOF CSA-PC T-Coffee CSA-PC
Long
LC CSA-PC CSA-PC CSA-TCOF CSA-PC CSA-TC CSA-TCOF
MC CSA-PC ProbCons ProbCons CSA-PC CSA-TCOF
Short
LC CSA-PC CSA-PC CSA-TCOF CSA-PC T-Coffee
Recommended CSA-PC CSA-PC CSA-TCOF CSA-PC CSA-TC/T-Coffee CSA-TCOF
Table 6.5: Programs obtaining higher Q score in each subgroups based on results from Figure 6.1 and








































ProbCons T-Coffee RE-MuSiC CSA-PC CSA-TCOF
Figure 6.2: Average Q score on various subgroups for each program. CSA-TCOF and CSA-PC uses
least conserved regular expression set.
RV11 RV12 RV20 RV30 RV40 RV50
MC CSA-PC CSA-TCOF RE-MuSiC CSA-PC CSA-PC CSA-PC
Long
LC CSA-PC CSA-PC CSA-TCOF CSA-PC CSA-TC T-Coffee
MC CSA-PC ProbCons ProbCons CSA-PC CSA-TCOF
Short
LC CSA-PC CSA-PC CSA-TCOF CSA-PC CSA-TCOF
Recommended CSA-PC CSA-PC CSA-TCOF CSA-PC CSA-PC/CSA-TC CSA-TCOF
Table 6.6: Programs obtaining higher TC score in each subgroups based on results from Figure 6.3








































ProbCons T-Coffee RE-MuSiC CSA-PC CSA-TCOF
Figure 6.3: Average TC score on various subgroups for each program. CSA-TCOF and CSA-PC







































ProbCons T-Coffee RE-MuSiC CSA-PC CSA-TCOF
































ProbCons T-Coffee RE-MuSiC CSA-PC CSA-TCOF
Figure 6.4: Average TC score on various subgroups for each program. CSA-TCOF and CSA-PC
uses least conserved regular expression set.
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Constraints Used Compared Programs Scores P-value/ Significant
MC CSA-TCOF vs. RE-MuSiC Q <2.2e-16 (yes)
TC 2.89E-15 (yes)
CSA-PC vs. RE-MuSiC Q <2.2e-16 (yes)
TC <2.2e-16 (yes)
LC CSA-TCOF vs. RE-MuSiC Q <2.2e-16 (yes)
TC 6.66E-16 (yes)
CSA-PC vs. RE-MuSiC Q <2.2e-16 (yes)
TC <2.2e-16 (yes)
Table 6.7: Results of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test between CSA-TCOF against RE-MuSiC and CSA-
PC against RE-MuSiC.
6.2 Statistical Analysis Results
For 200 (N = 200) working datasets, statistical significance tests are conducted between the different programs
considered in this study. The Wilcoxon rank-sum test is carried out between CSA-TCOF and RE-MuSiC and
between CSA-PC and RE-MuSiC. As the outcome of CSA-TCOF does not depend upon RE-MuSiC, hence
the Wilcoxon rank-sum test is chosen. Table 6.7 shows the results of this test. The null hypothesis is that
no significant difference between the two samples is considered. If the test rejects the null hypothesis then it
means that there is a significance difference between the two samples. For this test, a 5% significance level is
used, which means that if the p-value is less than 0.05 then the null hypothesis is rejected. In Table 6.7, all
the p-values are less than 0.05. Hence, the null hypothesis is rejected, and it is determined that the results
of CSA-PC and CSA-TCOF are significantly different compared to RE-MuSiC, and are not by chance.
Since the outcome of CSA-TCOF and CSA-PC depend upon T-Coffee and ProbCons respectively, so the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test is selected to test if there is significance difference between these programs. The
null hypothesis is that there is no significant difference between the samples. For this case, it is also considered
that if the p-value is less than 0.05, then null hypothesis is rejected. Table 6.8 indicates the outcome of this
test. From the table, it is observed that the results are not significantly different for CSA-TCOF and T-
Coffee if CSA-TCOF uses the most conserved (MC) regular expression constraints set. Likewise, CSA-PC
with MC constraints set, is not significantly different compared to ProbCons in terms of Q score. This is
because ProbCons and T-Coffee both are able to successfully align the most conserved region without the
explicit constraints. But the situation changes if CSA-TCOF and CSA-PC uses the least conserved (LC)
regular expression constraints set, and from Table 6.8, it is observed that there is significant difference in
the results of CSA-TCOF and CSA-PC with T-Coffee and ProbCons respectively if they are supplied with
LC constraints set. It is most likely that ProbCons and T-Coffee are unable to align the least conserved
43
Compared Programs Constraints with CSA-X Score P/ Significant
CSA-TCOF vs. T-Coffee MC Q 0.6529 (no)
TC 0.1579 (no)
LC Q 8.18E-10 (yes)
TC 3.09E-08 (yes)
CSA-PC vs. ProbCons MC Q 0.0911 (no)
TC 0.0201 (yes)
LC Q 2.50E-10 (yes)
TC 1.10E-08 (yes)
Table 6.8: Results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test between CSA-TCOF against T-Coffee and CSA-
PC against ProbCons.
regions properly, so whenever CSA is receiving these regions as constraints, it is aligning them properly and
achieving higher accuracy scores.
For comparing RE-MuSiC to CSA-X, using the same regular expressions (whether created from the most
or least conserved regions) gives significantly better results to CSA-X. This implies that when an alignment
program with regular expression constraints is desired, CSA-X is the preferred program. Also, it is tested
whether regular expression constraints with CSA-X is able to perform better than the standalone program
used in CSA-X. Although, constraints chosen from the most or least conserved region are not necessarily
realistic in terms of regular expression constraints chosen by either an expert user, or created from a database
of additional information, using constraints created from the correct alignment does have the advantage of
capturing some piece of information the user may know to be true, in a situation where a standalone alignment
program is not giving ideal results. And indeed, constraints chosen from the most conserved region do not
seem to help versus not using any constraint, however constraints chosen from the least conserved region do
help versus not using any constraints.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Directions
The constrained multiple sequence alignment program, CSA-X, allows the user to specify regular ex-
pression constraints for the multiple sequence alignment, and the resulting alignment enforces that specific
sections matching the regular expression gets aligned. This can improve the accuracy and biological sig-
nificance of the generated alignments, as functional and structural information regarding the sequences can
be expressed using regular expression syntax. Since most of the MSA programs proposed in the literature
are fully automated, and allows to only adjust a limited number of parameters, CSA-X offers a unique way
to produce alignments according to the constraints stipulated by the user. In addition, the constraints are
mentioned in CSA-X in accordance to the hash augmented regular expression syntax, which is an extension to
the standard Perl regular expression syntax, is more robust, and supports the use of different quantification
operators such as Kleene star and Kleene plus that are not supported by other constrained multiple sequence
alignment program such as RE-MuSiC. The use of regular expression constraints enables CSA-X to be used
with motifs recorded in the PROSITE database with a simple format conversion.
Research conducted by Papadopoulus and Agarwala [39] showed that the use of motifs from PROSITE
and profiles from CDD (Conserved Domain Database) can improve the alignment accuracy of the multiple
sequences. Preliminary work for this research showed that CSA-X was outperforming RE-MuSiC when
using constraints from PROSITE. And there are some examples where using the regular expressions from
PROSITE with CSA-X can improve an alignment versus using the standalone MSA program. But overall,
using a standalone MSA program was better than using the PROSITE regular expression constraints with
CSA-X, implying that it is not always desirable to use these types of regular expressions as constraints.
However, a more systematic study of using constraints from PROSITE and other sources is left as future
work.
In this research work, it is shown that if good regular expression constraints are chosen to be used with
CSA-X, then the accuracy of the generated alignments increases. Based on the average accuracy scores from
the benchmarking analysis and the statistical significance testing, it is shown that CSA-X framework with
ProbCons and T-Coffee (known as CSA-PC and CSA-TCOF respectively) generates more accurate align-
ments compared to RE-MuSiC — the only other implemented CMSA algorithm that uses regular expression
constraints. Specifically, on average, CSA-X used with constraints identified from the least conserved regions
of the correct alignments, achieves results that are 17.65% more for Q score, and 23.7% more for TC score
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compared to RE-MuSiC. In fact, out of 200 datasets, using the least conserved constraints set, CSA-X with
ProbCons (CSA-PC) and CSA-X with T-Coffee (CSA-TCOF) both achieve higher score for 97.5% and 97%
of the cases for Q score, and 92.5% and 92% of the cases for TC score, respectively. Also if all the datasets
in BAliBASE 3.0 are considered, instead of just the working datasets, for the least conserved constraints set,
CSA-PC gives a higher score for 98.7% of the cases, and CSA-TCOF gives a higher score for 98.4% of the
cases for Q score. Furthermore, it is also shown that if good regular expression constraints are chosen from
the least conserved portion of the correct alignments, then the results of CSA-X is significantly better than
the underlying MSA program. Finally, CSA-X is a modularized tool, and it allows the user to change the
underlying multiple sequence alignment program if more efficient programs become available, or a specialized
program is required.
However, there are future directions for CSA-X. At present, CSA-X supports only a single regular expres-
sion constraint as an input, and this should be extended to support multiple constraints in the future. Though
multiple regular expressions can be combined to a single regular expression using the concatenation operator
and quantifiers, this is less intuitive than allowing multiple regular expressions. In addition, CSA-X handles
multiple regular expression matches by considering all possible alignments of regular expression matched
segments. Although this functionality is ideal, the current implementation increases the computational time
exponentially as the number of repeated matches increases. This will not be too onerous if there are not
many matches (for example, if the regular expression is long enough, there will not likely be very many
matches), but is not efficient in general. A good heuristic filtering stage to identify the proper combination of
regular expression matched segments can also be designed; this could possibly not compromise the alignment
accuracy but reduce the computational time significantly. Restricting CSA-X to specify constraints with only
regular expressions can be considered as a limitation. More generalized frameworks that accept constraints
in various formats such as regular expressions, context free grammars, and anchor-points can be a significant
improvement for the constrained multiple sequence alignment framework. Finally, although the time taken
for CSA-X in the verification was comparable to RE-MuSiC overall, a more thorough examination of time
complexity is left as future work.
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Constraints used with CSA-X
The evaluation of CSA-X in Chapter 6 is tested with a set of regular expressions. These are obtained
from the most conserved regions and the least conserved regions of the correct alignments of the working
database (adapted from the BAliBASE 3.0 benchmark database). A Perl script is used to identify the
most conserved and the least conserved regions of the alignments, and later these regions are converted into
the hash-augmented regular expressions in a column-by-column fashion. In order to generate the regular
expression sets, the script is provided with the length of the hash-augmented regular expression constraints
(number of ‘#’ symbols in the constraints) and the number of allowable gaps to exist in the identified most
conserved or least conserved regions. Having this information, the Perl script generates the hash-augmented
regular expression sets from the most conserved regions and the least conserved regions of the alignments.
The list of hash-augmented regular expression constraints used with CSA-X for conducting the benchmark
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Q score and TC score for the working database
This study presents a benchmarking analysis on the programs: CSA-X (CSA-PC and CSA-TCOF), RE-
MuSiC, T-Coffee, and ProbCons in terms of Q score and TC score. The complete list of scores for each
individual datasets in the working database is as follows:
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